Year 5 Ideas for Home Learning
Maths
It is important that children keep up their times tables fluency and need to practise these skills for up to 5 to 10
minutes each day. A simple site to do this on is:
https://www.timestables.co.uk/multiplication-tables-check/
This can be differentiated by speed or specific times table.

For main maths activities, children should aim to spend around 30-40 minutes on the work sheets provided to in
school. These are focused on consolidating the four operations and the children know which methods they should
be using. (column addition/subtraction, bus stop for division and either short multiplication or the grid method,
depending on their preference for multiplication).
If you do not have a pack, make up your own questions, including word problems, to solve yourself!
Column addition

Column subtraction

Bus stop

The bus stop method is explained in more detail in the PowerPoint (pictured) which is free to access on Twinkl.co.uk
Other examples and work are available on this site for each year group. https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m1333-new-formal-division-2-digit-numbers-bus-stop-method-powerpoint.
Register at https://www.twinkl.co.uk/offer for free using the code CVDTWINKLHELPS.

Grid method

Short multiplication

English

For a writing subject, we suggest that the children keep a diary of their home school experience, perhaps considering
the following points:







Whether they find it easier to concentrate at home.
What are the main differences?
Top tips for getting on with siblings.
How they organised their day.
What they enjoyed most about spending so much time with their families.
What is going on in the wider world?

They could make a note of special occasions, add photos, whatever – the sky is the limit and they could make a
keepsake of this memorable time. This could be on paper or they could build a PowerPoint booklet.
Topic
Our topic this half term and next half term is ‘Earth Matters’. This covers many aspects of issues currently facing our
world in an environmental capacity. With this in mind, we would like the children to produce a series of projects to
reflect this. There is no set amount of work as the length of time at home is currently uncertain. They may choose
to spend a whole week on one area, or do one a day, it is up to them. The following are suggestions, but if the
children have a different, but linked idea, then that is fantastic!
 A collage/painting/sculpture of an environmental issue.
Recreate an oil spill and clean up  Oil Spill STEM Challenge - STEM Activities for Kids
 https://stemactivitiesforkids.com › 2016/04/22 › earth-day-stem-challenge
 Make a board game which features natural disasters which can send them back a few squares, or ahead for
recycling or campaign work.
 Use scraps of paper to create an endangered animal’s face.

List of useful sites:
Spelling, punctuation and grammar:
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/english-games/7-11-years/spelling-and-grammar
Maths:
https://mathsframe.co.uk/

Learning log





To make your learning log, choose from a series of questions, which are already set, and present your
research in any creative manner that you wish. Do at least 2 a week, particularly if the school remains closed.
This is your chance to show off what you know in the most interesting and creative ways that you can. The
most exciting learning logs will be colourful, include mind maps, flaps to open, pictures, photographs,
drawings, collage, written explanations, etc. Use books, the internet and interviews to conduct your
research, but most of all have fun!
Please do your very best to present a learning log that you are proud of and that others will enjoy reading.

Learning Log Questions







What issue in the world makes you really angry? What can be done about it?
What are some of the environmental issues facing our world?
What are the best ways to support each other in today’s society?
What makes some artists’ work great?
Why do we have fractions and how are they used?
What was life like in Viking times?

